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Overview
This white paper describes the functionalities and data flow design of Azox Credit Card Extension© for
Microsoft Dynamics® Great Plains (GP). This white paper is written for decision makers who are
evaluating credit card payment solution for GP.

Problem Statement
Users of GP need an integrated credit card payment solution that is secure and easily accessible.

Solution
Azox Credit Card Extension provides credit card processing, transaction management and tracking in the
Microsoft Dynamics® GP Sales Order Processing and Receivable Management modules. All transaction
types: authorization, post-authorization, sale, void, and credit are provided through the Sales Payment
Entry, the Receivable Transaction Entry and the Cash Receipts Entry windows. In addition, it provides
encrypted storage and retrieval of multiple credit cards for each customer and supports multiple merchant
accounts for each company.
Main Functionalities
The main functionalities for the Azox Credit Card Extension are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Provides all credit card transaction types through Sales Payment Entry Window, Cash Receipt
Window, and Receivable Transaction Entry Window;
Offers availability to post-authorize or credit throughout either Sales Payment Entry or Cash
Receipt Entry;
Defaults credit card transaction type automatically based on sales document type and
transaction history;
Provides encrypted storage and retrieval of multiple credit cards for each customer; and
Provides batch mode processing of Credit card transactions.

Integration
CCE is an extremely flexible tool that is highly customizable. It integrates with the following:
•
•
•

Microsoft Dynamics® GP Sales Order Processing and Receivable Management modules
Azox e-commerce suite: eSource B2B, B2C, and Sales Rep sites
Multiple gateways
o PPI- Paymover
o Versign – Pay Flow Pro
o Moneris
o Authorize.Net
o Sage
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Credit Card Extension Data Flow
The diagram below represents the data flow between Azox Credit Card Extension, the gateway, merchant’s
bank and credit card bank.

Figure 1: Credit Card Data Flow

1

The merchant submits a credit card transaction to the credit card Gateway on behalf of a customer
using Azox Credit Card Extension©.

2.

Credit Card Gateway receives the transaction information and passes it via a secure connection to the
Merchant Bank’s Processor.

3.

The Merchant Bank’s Processor submits the transaction to the Credit Card Network (a system of
financial entities that communicate to manage the processing, clearing, and settlement of credit card
transactions).

4.

The Credit Card Network routes the transaction to the Customer’s Credit Card Issuing Bank.

5.

The Customer’s Credit Card Issuing Bank approves or declines the transaction based on the
customer’s available funds and passes the transaction results back to the Credit Card Network.

6.

The Credit Card Network relays the transaction results to the Merchant Bank’s Processor.

7.

The Merchant Bank’s Processor relays the transaction results to Credit Card Gateway.
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8.

Credit Card Gateway stores the transaction results and sends them to Azox Credit Card Extension©.
Azox Credit Card Extension© stores the transaction results in the database and then displays it to the
user.

9.

The Customer’s Credit Card Issuing Bank sends the appropriate funds for the transaction to the Credit
Card Network, which passes the funds to the Merchant’s Bank. The bank then deposits the funds into
the merchant’s bank account. This step is known as the settlement process and typically the transaction
funds are deposited into your primary bank account within two to four business days.
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